
Anthropophagus turned maths wizard! 

 
Granted the Amharas have success with the help of Italians and British colonial powers to 

break the land, Tigray and its people, and prepare the grounds for Tigrayans to be ruled 

under Amharas for further miseries of impoverishment, assimilation and disintegration. 

They used everything in the book to achieve this. 

 

Following that, they then disparagingly call the Tigrayans/Aksumites ኣናሳ(insignificant 

bedeledome minors), who shouldn’t be in high office to lead the nation; as if the Aksumites 

weren’t one of the fourth powerful nations on earth way before the Amharas come down 

from the forest. 

 

Call the Tigrayans አናሳ  an insignificant minority who have usurped power from the 

Amhara  somnolent masses, as if the Tigrayans haven’t fought their way to extricate 

themselves and other exploited ethnic groups (including poor Amhara peasants and 

varlets/serfs) from blood-sucking parasites who  know no bound of culture nor habit of 

hard work except to gloat over mead filled in a long-necked drinking demijohn and 

shredding raw meat with their naked teeth, entertaining themselves with rhetoric remarks 

they call ሰምና ወርቅ. There is nothing gold in their saying except demeaning foul words. 

 

Call the Aksumites insignificant whippersnappers as if the they did not dominated the 

Bahere Negash, now called The Red Sea and Indian Ocean for thousands of years. The 

king of Aksum had Gorisom plague named after him if anyone cares to remember. 

 

Call the Aksumites  ultracrepidrian crepehangers when their mighty obelisks towering over 

history. 

Call the Aksumites insignificant midgets, when the  cities they built were buzzing with 

commerce long before the Amharas came down from the arboreal shelters they shared 

with apes. 

 

Who invented the alphabet, the language the Amharas open their mouths to speak, the 

sprachgesang melodic hymn of Yared  to sing? Who are they to now call Aksumites an 

insignificant minor without a voice. 

 

Who in reality is the insignificant minor ኣናሳ in the region; who in reality pretends what he is 

not, who masquerades huffing  and puffing as a wounded tiger when in fact he is a micky 

mouse in a chameleon’s tegument  atop of a loaf? 

 

The brute imperial take over of other people’s land and nations came to an end in the 

1960’s except for Amhara’s Ethiopia. Ethiopia led by the Amhara felt it is its 

inalienable  right to keep lands forcefully usurped from other nationalities in the name of 



unity and one nation when in fact there is no unity and there is no one nation but 

macaronic  90 ethnic nationalities shackled to the ground,  serving the Amharas to their 

demise.  

 

In this one nation they audaciously love to call, which no surprise, they want to keep 

forever,  leading their comfortable lives as they know best, at the expense of others 

bleeding to death and/or  languishing  in prisons. The plight of the oppressed would not be 

understood by an Amhara, even if s/he tries to empathise. You have to be one of the 

oppressed, specially a Tigrayan to fully digest the bitter taste. 

 

Who really is then አናሳ with no moral compass, principled endurance,  but sequaciously 

lives to fill up his viscera with a lack of self respect? Who did sell his own domain to foreign 

imperial power for a scratch and then pretend to call himself as a war leader? The answer 

is obvious: an Amhara land grabber (lead by Menelik, Haileselassie) who clads himself 

with a flag for cover? 

 

Exactly  132 years and 11 days to the day Tigray came under direct military rule of the 

Shewan aristocracy by design to control and disintegrate Tigrayns with active and direct 

collaboration of the Italians and underhanded plot of the British imperial power. 

 

The Tigrayans  once known for their commercial trade, their ship building and 

Metallurgical  skills in minting coins even with Greek letters, their megalith buildings - 

a  simulacrum prosopopoeia of the skyscrapers that were to become a 

reality  millinium  years later - but above all, their statesmanship. Africa has not seen again 

ever since they were out of the picture, once  one  of the four powers of the ancient world. 

To this day their abilities to build and craft are not totally wiped out from their vocations. 

From Eritrea all the way down to Moyale they still practice their smith skills with fervour no 

one rivals, despite the cultural and physical onslaughts they faced to undermine their 

trademark skills, by the do-nothing throttlebottom Amharas blatherskites.  

 

To this day not less than at least four military bases ( Machew. Kuhia, Adigrste and Adwa) 

were established in Tigray with the main objectives to intimidate and subjugate the people. 

There is no doubt the Shewan aristocrats succeeded in reducing the proud people of 

Tigray to poverty and dependency. The soldiers stationed at these military bases were and 

still are the agent of forest distruction and deforestation as they ventured to the mountains 

with axes and ruthlessly cut tress for fire and a source of extra cash by selling what they 

could carry in bundles to the market for customers on regular bases. As a boy I witnessed 

the wildlife in Tigray: elephants, panthers, civets and wild cats not to mention hyenas. Now 

they are all gone from the region, due to the destruction of the forest and their habitat. 

Mount Soloda now looks like a bald guy with only a trim of hair around the edge. Thanks to 

the Amhara soldiers who established their base right at the foot of the mountain. 

 



No other province/region in Amhara (Beja Medir, Gotham, Wello or Showa) has had 

military bases except in Showa region of Beshefetu and Adama, regarded as Oromo lands 

(which may Aksu be perceived as posing a threat to Amhara hegemony). 

 

There was no other institution for progress the Showan put in place. No school other than 

elementary schools ill-equipped not worthy of a name, no public health and no industrial 

projects similar what they put in Amhara regions. 

Under the Showan rule Tigray was destined to starve and slowly die; and it did no doubt. 

They faced biblical famines every decade of the Amhara rule. As a result they depopulated 

and were outnumbered by the contenders. A projected estimate of the Aksumite by now 

would have been 97 million but now is just a tenth.  

 

That said,  supernumerary is not a blessing. Bollocks, Who says hundreds of millions of 

people are resources when they are sleeping empty bellies in the streets; no education; 

disease ridden, menacing the passers-by?  

 

The less number of people you have the lesser the weight on the resources, to the 

contrary less is a blessing to feed and look after. Except you are an Amhara pseudo 

intellect who would want to boast to the world, “We are 120 million strong people in 

Africa..... Bla bla”, when most are hundreds of thousands are sleeping in the street, 

begging for food! 

 

And who says አናሳ a deregatory word used by Amharas to call names to Tigrayans as  the 

insignificant lots who shouldn’t play any role in matters of governance of the nation instead 

of the word minority group used? 

 

The culture of intimidation and bullying the Amhara get used to against the local 

oppressed has now transpired and they feel they could  do the same with world powers, 

international organisations and media outlets to no avail. They are fools they could not 

learn their lesson. They keep threatening  by saying that “ I will not vote democrats” ... “I 

will not support USA against China.. bla bla ......” they will go on cursing and condemning 

instead of presenting their case why others have to support or oppose others.   

 

Even then let us take their words, should an insignificant people as they call the Tigrayans 

be used and abused?  Or should a minority be removed all together from being involved in 

matters of common interests, as the Smharas wished the Tigrayans to? Shouldn’t 

minorities have a say on how they are led and governed?  Should they be trampled upon 

by feudal expansionist imperial power, every time they raise their voice to oppose 

oppression? 

 

Isn’t democracy the rule of law and  respect of an inalienable human right rather than a 

number game? Doesn’t it mean every human  group of people who are endowed 



with  material and other psychological resources  are entitled to form their self government 

if they choose to do so? There is no a blind rule that once you were incorporated against 

your will by imperial feudal expansionists in cahoots with the Italians and British 

imperialists for their end games, you remain forever shackled to it! No, we live in the 21st 

century and not in the middle ages and everyone of us has every right to go our own way if 

we choose to do.  

Do not tell me this bullshit. Amharas are not the only imperialist, so we’re also the 

Aksumites! Leaving governance style Aksumites practiced which was diametrically 

opposite to the Amhara expansionist, ...... get this right...... Aksumites are not demanding 

or fighting back to restore an empire, they have left behind 1000s year back. They are now 

fighting for self rule not even demanding their lost land to the first Italians, then to the 

Askaris of Solato to the likes of Isayas Aferki otherwise Wedi Medhin Berad who grew up 

sipping dregs of mead left behind by inebriates.  

 


